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Prior to Office365, our company had 14 different email domains, several different email systems, and no
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unified brand. Not all users had email so internal company communications were fragmented,
inconsistent,
and inefficient. Then we found Intivix. They recommended unifying our systems on Office365.
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Intivix planned, coordinated, and migrated our disparate systems to Office365. This was a complex
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major undertaking and one that they really followed through on with flying colors.
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Migrating to Office365 for DGDG has been a boon. We have dramatically improved internal communications
at any time.

across our enterprise (all users are on the system), we’ve unified our brand under a single domain, which
has allowed us to communicate with a single voice with the latest Microsoft tools available. We
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Prior to Intivix, I had been in charge of fixing computers and basic support. I would easily spend
2-4many
hourstasks
a
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that w
day inefficiently managing these processes and this kept me from my real job. With Intivix now managing
selling cars instead of wor
our systems, I’ve been able to offload many tasks that weren’t part of my true role. Now I can actually do my
completed at a much high
job of selling cars instead of worrying about IT. Things are so much more efficient now and completed at a
much higher level.
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The Intivix staff has been a pleasure to work with. We treat them as our own employees, which
is a big which is a big
our
systems.
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compliment. We appreciate the ownership they extend to our systems. When we put in a support
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response.
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a weekend, we get a fast response. We get help, which is huge for us.
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Working with Intivix has been a no-brainer and has laid the foundation to help DGDG scale Working
our business.

DGDG scale our business.
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